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Increase your security,
system responsiveness,
and workflow efficiency
with the reliable, more

affordable, and fully
managed Windows 10.

You can design, develop,
and test in a variety of

new features of Windows
10. Once the VM is

booted from the Windows
10 installation ISO image,
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you should see the
Windows setup GUI

(graphical user
interface). Installation of
Windows 10 as a guest
operating system on

VMware Fusion is similar
to the installation of

Windows 10 on a physical
machine. We disconnect

the machine from the
internet until finishing

the installation of
Windows 10. Once the
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the installation of
Windows 10. The VMware
Fusion software provides
built-in support for the
full standard keyboard
used by most operating
systems. Drag and drop
your media files into the
video window to preview
them or into the video
editing window to trim
them. Automate your

workflow with automation
scripts and templates,
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and easily synchronize
your files with the

VMware Fusion
repository. You can also

connect to virtual
machine files using the

VMware Fusion
repository. Fusion's Live
Performance capabilities

can be expanded via
connectivity with MIDI
hardware controllers.
Export your finished

mixes as AAC audio files.
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